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Abstract: Small air bubbles (c. 2mm diameter) suspended in a gelatin
gel are studied using 2D and 3D Fourier Transform Magnetic
Resonance Imaging in a 2 Tesla magnetic field. Spin-echo and
gradient-echo imaging sequences are shown to result in significant
image artefacts, caused by the magnetic susceptibility difference
between the air (χ≈0) and gel (χ≈0.8·10-5). Theoretical analysis of the
situation shows that the presence of a spherical bubble introduces an
error into the registration of position along the frequency-encode and
slice-select directions, with the maximum mis-registration distance in
the frequency-encode direction given by (2/3)C, where C=∆χB0/Gfreq

(∆χ is the difference in magnetic susceptibilities of the two media, B0

is the external magnetic field and Gfreq is the frequency-encode gradient
strength). Simulation of this effect offers good characterisation of the
experimental spin-echo images obtained, with gradient-echo images
being subject to additional de-phasing effects not simulated. Inference
of the radius of the bubble and imaging parameters C from an
experimental image is demonstrated using the simulated model.
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1. Introduction
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) provides a unique method by which to obtain qualitative
and quantitative information about three-dimensional objects. It is most well known for its use
in medical imaging, but industrial application of MRI is a rapidly expanding field. Bubbles are
relevant to both of these categories. In medicine, the detection of voids within body tissue is
important for diagnosis. In industry, bubbles are often problematic, their presence causing
complications in the flow of liquids along pipes and through filters, affecting chemical
reactions, and weakening materials. In other cases bubbles are an important part of an industrial
process or product, the food and fizzy drinks industries being one example. MRI, with its ability
to ‘see inside’ opaque containers or materials, is a potentially useful tool for the study of
bubbles in all of the above situations.[1,2,3,4]  Even in situations where bubbles are not
themselves the subject of investigation of an MRI scan, their presence will inevitably interfere
with the experiment, an effect which needs to be well understood, and which is becoming ever
more significant as imaging field strengths are increased.[5] Finally, bubbles can sometimes be
used as a means of indirectly making other measurements, for example pressure can be
monitored by the change in volume of bubbles in a fluid, which can in turn be measured by
MRI.[6]

The aim of this project is to explore the use of MRI to examine bubbles; in particular to
measure the dimensions of static bubbles. The initial conception of the project was to create
samples consisting of air bubbles suspended in a medium which produces an MRI signal,
conduct MRI scans of the samples, and analyse the appearance of the bubble or sphere in the
image. A first phase of experiments was conducted successfully, using millimetre-scale air
bubbles and glass beads suspended in a gelatin gel. Based on these results a second phase of
experiments was planned using larger (2-5cm diameter) hollow spheres suspended in water.
Samples for imaging were constructed for this second phase of experiment, but owing to failure
the MRI scanner it was not possible to carry out the experiments. Instead, the theoretical basis
of image artefacts in the presence of bubbles was examined and computer simulations of MRI
images of bubbles conducted. This work provides useful insight into the behaviour observed in
the first set of experiments and allowed quantitative comparison of experimental and simulated
images. Using the simulated model it was possible to perform Bayesian inference to infer from
an experimental image the parameters used in the experiment, including bubble radius.
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2. Background Physics

2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging Theory 1

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 2

In the vector model of MRI, the net magnetisation due to a small ‘packet’ of spins (protons3) is
represented by a vector, M . In equilibrium, M  is aligned with the external magnetic field B0,
which is taken to be along the z-axis. The application of a radio frequency (RF) pulse causes the
net magnetisation to rotate away from the z-axis, into the x-y plane. The total power of the RF
pulse determines the angle by which the magnetisation rotates: a “90° pulse” rotates it entirely
into the x-y plane. Once no longer aligned with the z-axis, the magnetisation precesses around
the z-axis at the Larmor frequency, ωL = γB0, inducing as it does a signal in an RF pick-up coil,
the amplitude of which is determined by the size of the component of the net magnetisation in
the x-y (‘transverse’) plane.

Two effects cause the oscillating signal to decay. “Spin-lattice relaxation” is the exponential
return (with time constant T1) of the magnetisation into alignment with the z-axis. The second,
“spin-spin relaxation” is an exponential decay of the transverse magnetisation with shorter time
constant T2, caused by the de-phasing of the spins contributing to the magnetisation. Each
proton finds itself in a fluctuating local magnetic field as it and nearby molecules move around.
These fluctuations cause the rate of precession of the spin to fluctuate, and as a result the
ensemble of spins in any given region gradually loses phase coherence, causing the transverse
magnetisation to decay. De-phasing is also caused by static inhomogeneity in the applied
magnetic field, which will cause spins at slightly different locations to experience different field
strengths and precess at different rates, leading to de-phasing. The total de-phasing effect is an
exponential decay in signal with a time constant T2*. T2* includes the effects of both spin-spin
relaxation (T2) and the additional static field inhomogeneity.

In order to obtain images from the NMR signal, the signals from spins at different locations
must be distinguishable. This is achieved by the application of additional magnetic fields to
provide linear field gradients supplementing the main field.

2D Fourier Transform Imaging
To image a slice within the sample, first the slice is selected by exciting only those protons
located within the slice. Selective excitation is achieved by applying an RF pulse containing a
narrow band of frequencies, while applying a magnetic field gradient perpendicular to the
desired slice. The RF pulse will excite spins that lie in a small range of magnetic field strengths,
i.e. in a thin slice perpendicular to the field gradient. The location of the slice along the gradient
is determined by the central frequency of the pulse, and the slice thickness by the pulse
bandwidth.

                                                     

1 For reasons of conciseness, this section gives an extremely shallow overview of MRI. For
more detail consult any MRI textbook, for example those listed in section 6.
2 The quantum origins of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance have been entirely omitted from this
section in order to allow more space for the description of imaging methods, which play a more
central role in this project. For full details the reader is referred to [7].
3 MRI can be carried out using other nuclei which have a net spin, however the use of hydrogen
nuclei (protons) is most usual and is used in this project. The terms ‘protons’ and ‘spins’ are
used interchangeably in this report.
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Localisation of signals within the slice is performed using ‘frequency encoding’ in one direction
(say z) and ‘phase encoding’ in the other (y). Frequency encoding uses a magnetic field gradient
applied along the z direction during the time when the signal is received from the spins. Spins at
different positions along the z direction will experience different field strengths and hence
precess at slightly different frequencies. Using a Fourier Transform, the signal strength at each
frequency (i.e. each position along the z-axis) can be determined.

Phase encoding operates by transiently applying a field gradient in the y direction before
applying the frequency encode gradient and sampling the signal from the precessing spins. The
effect of the temporarily applied gradient is to cause spins at different y coordinates to precess
at different speeds for the duration of application of the gradient, thereby introducing phase
shifts between spins at different y coordinates. The imaging sequence is repeated many times,
each time with a different degree of phase shift introduced. A 2D Fourier Transform can be
used to decode frequency encoding along one axis and phase encoding along the other,
producing the signal strength from each voxel4 at different positions in slice.

3D Fourier Transform Imaging
3D Fourier Transform Imaging operates by exciting the entire sample, rather than a single slice,
and performing phase encoding in two directions instead of one. The final 3D ‘image’ is
obtained using a 3D Fourier Transform.

Pulse sequences
Because the signal from the precessing transverse magnetisation decays immediately after the
RF pulse, with the very short time constant T2*, it is not practical to use this signal for MRI.
Instead, ‘spin echos’ are generated some time after the initial exciting pulse. In the spin-echo
sequence this is achieved by using a second RF pulse which rotates the magnetisation by 180°.
Figure 1 shows how this causes a spin-echo by undoing the effect of static field inhomogeneity.
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Figure 1: Effect of 180° pulse in spin-echo sequence. The diagram shows the magnetisation in a
frame X’, Y’, Z which co-rotates at the Larmor frequency, ωL = γB0

. Immediately after excitation into
the XY plane, the net magnetisation is shown by the black vector in (a). Spins in a lower (higher)
than average magnetic field will precess at a frequency slightly less (more) than ωL. In the rotating
frame, their contribution to the magnetisation, shown in blue (red), will undergo slow clockwise
(counterclockwise) rotation. Thus after a short time the magnetisation vector has spread out (b),
and the signal reduced. After a time TE/2, a 180° RF pulse at the Larmor frequency is applied in the
XY plane. In the rotating frame, effect of the RF pulse is a static magnetic field along the X’ axis,
which flips each component of the magnetisation about the X’ axis into the positions shown in (c).
The magnetisation components continue precessing at the same speed and in the same direction
in the rotating frame. As a result they will realign (re-phase) after a time TE, undoing the de-
phasing effects (except randomly fluctuating ones), and produce a signal (the spin echo) (d).

                                                     

4 ‘Voxel’ is a 3D generalisation of ‘pixel’, i.e. a small cuboid region of space.
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The gradient-echo sequence uses a reversal of the frequency encode gradient instead of a
second RF pulse (see Figure 2). As a result, gradient-echo will only undo the effects of
inhomogeneity in the frequency encode gradient, not those in the main magnetic field.
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Figure 2: Spin-echo (left) and gradient-echo (right) sequences. Time is on the horizontal axis, and
each line shows the activity of the RF transmitter, gradient coils, and the received signal. The
phase gradient is striped to indicate that each sequence is repeated with a different phase gradient
strength each time.

2.2 Bubbles and their influence on an MRI image
In MRI, different materials are visible in the image because they have different proton densities
and relaxation times. However, the presence of different materials in the sample being imaged
can cause additional image artefacts if the materials have different magnetic susceptibilities.
The local magnetic field strength near a susceptibility boundary will be altered by the field
induced in the two media, and this in turn will affect both the NMR signal and the imaging
methods described above.

Consider a sphere of material of magnetic susceptibility χi in a material of magnetic
susceptibility χe , with an applied uniform external magnetic field B0 aligned with the z axis
(Figure 3).

χi

χe

χi

B0

Bi

Figure 3: Uniform sphere in an external magnetic field

Solution of Laplace’s equation for the magnetic scalar potential with the relevant boundary
conditions [8,9] shows that the induced magnetic field inside the sphere (Bi) is homogenous,
with value
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Similarly, the field outside the sphere (Be) can be shown to be the uniform field B0 plus an
additional dipole field along the same axis.[8,9]  The resulting field has components:
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where 2222 zyxr ++= , (x,y,z) is the position relative to the centre of the sphere and R is its

radius. Because B0 is z-aligned, only the z component of the additional dipole field will have a
first order effect on the magnitude of the resulting field.

The effects of this magnetic field inhomogeneity on an MRI image will be as follows. Firstly,
the magnetic field inhomogeneity will reduce T2 and cause a weaker signal (dark image) for
gradient-echo images, for reasons explained in the previous section. Spin-echo images will not
show this effect because the spin-echo sequence is immune to de-phasing caused by field
inhomogeneity. Both spin-echo and gradient echo, however, will show increased de-phasing
effects if, during the imaging sequence, spins diffuse over a significant distance relative to the
scale of the field inhomogeneity.[10,11,12,13,14] This is not the case for the macroscopic
bubbles considered in this project.

Secondly, the magnetic field inhomogeneity interferes with the mapping between physical
location and image pixels. This occurs because the methods used to distinguish signals from
spins at different locations work on the assumption of a perfectly homogenous magnetic field
(plus the linear imaging gradients). The presence of an additional dipole field means the protons
experience a different magnetic field strength to the one they would feel in a perfectly
homogenous field, and as a result precess at a different frequency. Thus any position encoding
which relates frequency to position will mis-register the position of the proton. This mis-
registration will occur in slice selection (if used) and in frequency encoding. Phase encoding is
not affected because it does not depend upon the absolute frequency of precession, only on
relative phase shifts.

2.3 Bayesian Inference
Consider a model that generates hypothetical sets of experimental data according to some
parameters denoted by θ. For an actual set of experimental data, D, given knowledge of the
nature of the experimental errors involved, we can compare the experimental data with the
hypothetical result to find P(D | θ), the probability of obtaining the data given that the actual
parameters in the experiment were θ.  This quantity, as a function of θ, is known as the
‘likelihood’ of the data given the setting of the parameters.

The posterior probability distribution of the parameters, P(θ | D), i.e. the probability that the
parameters used to generate the experimental data had the value θ, is given by Bayes’ Theorem
[15]:

)(

)()|(
)|(
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P(θ) is the ‘prior distribution’ over the parameters, and incorporates any prior knowledge of the
value of the parameters. If nothing is known, a uniform prior can be used.  In this situation,
since P(D) is simply a normalising constant, P(θ | D) is proportional to the likelihood P(D | θ).
The most likely values of the parameters are those which maximise this ‘likelihood surface’.
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3. Experiment
A number of experiments were carried out involving air bubbles and solid spheres (the latter
hereafter referred to as beads) suspended in a water-based gel. The experiments carried out used
beads and spheres of diameters less than 3mm. The small scale was chosen to maximise the
relative significance of image artefacts.5

Five glass beads of different radii between 0.1mm and 2mm were initially intended to be used
as ‘ideal’ bubbles (having easily measurable dimensions and good sphericity). However, owing
to the similarity of the magnetic susceptibility of glass and water, images of beads did not
exhibit significant image artefacts. This served as a useful verification that the image artefacts
seen were the result of magnetic susceptibility differences.

3.1 Manufacture of stable bubbles and spheres
Because MRI is not an instantaneous process, the samples to be imaged had to be stationary.
The MRI scanner design required that the entire samples were no larger than 8mm in cross
section, and held at the centre of a horizontal cylindrical bore in the MRI probe of diameter
20mm. To achieve these requirements, bubbles and beads were suspended in gelatin gel in
sections of glass tube approximately 20mm in length and with internal diameter 6mm. The ends
of the tubes were sealed with candle wax (Figure 4).

wax sealing caps

bubble or bead

Sample tube held in ‘cradle’

Figure 4: Left: Glass sample tube (6mm internal diameter) containing bubble suspended in gel.
Right: One half of the cradle made to hold a sample inside the MRI probe.

The gel was made by dissolving gelatin granules (2.5% by mass) in 10 millimolar copper
sulphate solution at 40°C (copper sulphate solution is commonly used instead of pure water in
MRI studies as it reduces the T1 time, allowing more rapid imaging). As the solution cools
below 28°C it begins to gel, and at room temperature it becomes sufficiently stiff to prevent
movement of the bubble or bead due to gravity for a period of at least several weeks. The use of
gelatin was found to be more effective than amylopectin, which formed a less homogenous and
weaker gel.

A variety of techniques for generating bubbles were used, including injecting air into the setting
gel through a needle. The difficulty of capturing a bubble in the middle of the sample at the
precise moment the gel set sufficiently to prevent it from rising was reduced by immersing the
tube in an ice bath to increase the rate of cooling. For beads and larger bubbles, a more
convenient method was to seal both ends of the tube before the gel set, deliberately leaving a
small quantity of air (or the bead) inside, then repeatedly inverting the tube to keep the resulting
air bubble at the centre of the tube while the gel set. Owing to the small size of the bubbles and
the unpredictability of the mechanisms used to create them, it was not possible to measure their

                                                     

5 See section 4.2 for justification of this statement.
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volume directly. Measurement using a travelling microscope was not possible due to optical
distortions caused by the curved surface of the sample tube. The bubbles were assumed to be
spherical to a first approximation.

3.2 Imaging equipment
All MRI experiments were performed using a system based on a 2 Tesla Oxford Instruments
superconducting magnet with a 310 mm horizontal bore, coupled to a Bruker console (model
MSL-300) with TOMIKON operating software (Bruker Medizintechnik, Germany). Existing
Helmholtz-Golay gradient coils and an eight-strut birdcage-type RF coil (20mm internal
diameter, 40mm long) were used. A perspex holder was designed and manufactured to hold the
glass sample tube described above at the precise centre of the 20mm hole in the RF probe
(Figure 4).

Scans were carried out using four different standard pulse sequences: 2D spin-echo, 3D spin-
Echo, 2D gradient-echo and 3D gradient-echo. Typical resolution was 100µm, with 128x128
and 128x128x32 image matrixes for 2D and 3D scans respectively. Fourier transformation and
image viewing was carried out using the CaMRes software package. A total of 36 2D scans and
17 3D scans were made.

3.3 Simulation work
The C program developed to simulate MRI images of bubbles is described in section 4.2. The
program source is included in the Appendix.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Experimental results
All scans of glass beads produced 2D and 3D scans with no discernible artefacts, i.e. the image
was of an undistorted sphere. After calibrating the field of view using the known dimensions of
the inside of the sample tube, the measured sizes of the bead images (allowing for uncertainty
due to pixelation) agreed with the directly measured sizes of the glass beads.

Scans of samples containing air bubbles did show image artefacts. Results from the best sample,
which contained a single air bubble of a few millimetres in diameter (as estimated by eye), are
presented in this section. Figure 5 shows the 2D scans obtained (details in figure caption).

Y
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Z

B0

Y

X

Z

B0

Y

X

Z

B0

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5: Single-slice images of an air bubble in gel. The frequency-encode direction is horizontal
on the page for all three images, and the scale is the same: the outer circle (the internal surface of
the sample tube) in (c) is 6mm in diameter. The diagram above each image shows the theoretical
slice orientation relative to the sample tube, which has the bubble at its centre. Nominal slice
thicknesses were 1mm for (a) and (b), and 2mm for (c).
(a): Gradient-echo longitudinal slice (z-y plane).
(b): Spin-echo longitudinal slice.
(c): Gradient-echo transverse slice (x-y plane).

Three-dimensional scans were carried out with frequency-encoding along the z-axis. The data
produced is a true 3D image and can be sliced-up in any desired manner: here it is presented as
an array of z-y planes with varying x offset.  Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the results of a
gradient-echo and spin-echo scan of the same bubble as that used for Figure 5. Only the region
of each dataset surrounding the bubble is shown. The apparent change in the size of the sample
tube in the y direction between frames is due to the varying cross section of the cylindrical tube
as slices are made at different x offsets. Discussion of the images seen is in section 4.3.
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Figure 6: 3D gradient-echo scan of single air bubble in gel. Each frame is a slice in the z-y plane,
with z horizontal on the page. The field of view of each frame (42x42 pixels) is 5mm by 5mm, and
the separation in the x direction between each frame is the equivalent of one pixel width, 120 µm.
The legend across the bottom shows  the scale used to indicate signal intensity (arbitrary units).

Figure 7: 3D spin-echo scans of a single air bubble in gel. Each 64x64 pixel frame has a field of
view of 7.5mm (the pixel size is the same as in Figure 6). The bright streak across frame 5 is a due

to the interaction of the Fast Fourier Transform with noise in the data.
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4.2 Simulation methodology and results
Section 2.2 explained the nature of the magnetic field surrounding a spherical bubble in an
otherwise homogenous medium. By considering the precise nature of the mapping from
physical location in the specimen to pixels (voxels) in the 2D (3D) image, it is possible to
interpret and predict the image artefacts seen in the previous section. The analysis in this
section does not consider the dephasing effect of the magnetic field, making it an idealised
model of the image expected in a spin-echo experiment under otherwise ideal conditions (i.e. no
B0 inhomogeneity and no diffusion-related effects).

For reasons described in chapter 2, magnetic field distortions affect only the slice-selection and
frequency-encoding aspects of an imaging sequence. Since 3D Fourier Transform imaging does
not use slice selection to localise the signal, only frequency encoding is affected. For this reason
we consider 3D imaging first, where we consider the imaging plane to be the plane containing
the frequency encode direction and the first phase encode direction.

In-plane image distortion
Under ideal conditions with no magnetic field inhomogeneity other than the linear imaging
gradients, during the frequency encoding phase a spin at coordinates (x,y,z) experiences a
magnetic field strength of

zzGBzyxB += 0),,( (4.1)

where Gz is the frequency-encode gradient strength and z is the coordinate in the frequency
encode direction. If B0 is replaced by the field surrounding a bubble, (4.1) becomes:
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where ∆Bz is the dipole field, ∆Bz(x,y,z)= Bz(x,y,z) - B0 , and Bz(x,y,z) is given in (2.5).
Comparing (4.1) and (4.2) we see that in the second case the signal would be interpreted as
coming from an effective z-coordinate
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Thus the signal from each spin is misplaced on the image by a distance corresponding to
∆z = zeff  - z in the frequency-encode direction. For the signal from outside the bubble, using the
results of section 2.2, we find
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Because this displacement is a function of position, clearly the shape of the bubble image will
be distorted rather than just shifted. From (4.4) it can be seen that the absolute degree of
distortion (i.e. not normalised to the radius of the sphere) is determined by the parameter

zG

B
C

χ∆= 0 , (4.5)

with the maximum displacement being ∆z = (2/3)C at z = ±R, x=y=0. Furthermore, because the
size of the region (hence number of spins) which maps onto any one image pixel will change,
there will be intensity variations in the image.
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If the material inside the bubble produced an MRI signal, it too would be displaced in the z
direction, but would retain its spherical shape since the field inside the sphere is uniform (eqn.
(2.4)). In the case of an air bubble, however, there is no signal from the inside of the bubble.

A C program was written to simulate MRI images of a perfectly spherical air bubble in a
homogenous medium according to the calculations presented in this chapter. The program
generates a 2D image which can either be an ideal undistorted slice (i.e. simulating a slice
extracted from a 3D Fourier Transform spin-echo scan), or a true single-slice image (see next
section).

The simulation operates by calculating ∆z for every voxel of the virtual space being imaged
which will map into the image plane, and in this way builds up an image. The internal
simulation resolution can be set to be much higher than the resolution of the output image,
which both reduces pixelation effects and allows the simulation of intensity changes, the latter
because different pixels in the final image will accumulate a signal from different numbers of
simulation voxels.

Figure 8 shows the output of the simulation for various values of the parameter C, revealing a
distinctive ‘arrowhead’ shape. It is clear, from the fact that the absolute scale of the distortion is
characterised by C, and the nature of (4.4), that multiplying C by a given factor will produce the
same effect, relative to the size of the sphere, as reducing the radius by that same factor, i.e. the
shape of the distortion and its scale relative to the bubble is  determined by C/R. Thus Figure 8
can be thought of as also showing the effect of reducing the radius of the bubble and zooming in
on the image by a corresponding amount (ignoring resolution effects).

The increasing distortion of the bubble’s shape is clearly visible. Every point outside the sphere
has been displaced to the left (negative z), as expected. Although one might be tempted to guess
that the shape of the black region is determined by the displacements applied to the points
around  the surface of the bubble, this is only true for C < R/2. 6 For larger values of C, the
situation is as depicted in Figure 9.

The shape of the image artefact is clearly symmetrical about the z axis, as is shown by Figure
10, which shows a simulated 3D dataset, rendered using a Silicon Graphics workstation.

                                                     

6 It can easily be shown that the physical location which maps in the image to the point F in

Figure 9 is the point whose z-coordinate satisfies 1
)( =

∂
∆∂
z

z
. The condition C < R/2 is true

when this point is inside the sphere, meaning that it is the (displaced) sphere’s edge which
defines the edge of the dark region rather than edge of the ‘fold’.
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Figure 8: Simulated ideal slices through the centre of a spherical bubble. The slices are in the z-y
plane with z as the frequency-encode direction, which is shown horizontally on the page. Slice
distortion has not been used, thereby simulating the case in which each frame has been extracted
from a 3D Fourier Transform image with infinite resolution in the x direction. The frames (a)-(i) are
identical except for their values of C=B0∆χ/Gz

 which are 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 150, 300 and 600
pixels. R is 50 pixels; each frame is 256x256 pixels. The internal simulation resolution was
8192x8192.

.

FA

Figure 9: The curved line denotes the edge of the unperturbed sphere. Each circle is a point on the
z axis outside the sphere, with an arrow indicating the displacement in the image which the point
will undergo. Although the point closest to the sphere’s surface is displaced all the way to A,
because the displacement distance decays faster than linearly with distance from the centre of the
sphere, other points are displaced into each location between A and F, as shown (in fact each
point in this region is mapped onto by two  other points). To the right of F, there is no signal in the
image, because no points are mapped into this region. It is as though the region between F and the
sphere has been ‘folded back’ towards A. Not to scale.
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Figure 10: Rendered 3D view of the artefact. A range of ‘medium’ intensities have been made
transparent, leaving only very bright voxels (shown blue/green) and very dark voxels (shown red).
The 128x128x128 voxel dataset was created by generating 128 ideal longitudinal slice images.

Slice selection effects
When single slice (2D) images are made, the magnetic field inhomogeneity will cause a
distortion to the slice of protons which are excited, in addition to the distortion within the image
plane described above. Slice selection operates by exciting protons which lie in a particular
magnetic field, while a magnetic field gradient is applied perpendicular to the desired slice. For
an ideal slice with a rectangular profile, the RF pulse with central frequency ω0 and bandwidth
2W excites protons which lie in a magnetic field strength B(x) satisfying

γ
ω

γ
ω W

xB
W +<<− 00 )( ,

where the slice to be selected is perpendicular to the x-axis. Substituting B(x) = B0 + xGx

produces the unperturbed slice
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where x0 = ω0/(γGx) - B0/Gx and ∆x/2 = W/γGx. If instead we substitute B(x) = Bz(x,y,z) + xGx,
with Bz defined in (2.5), the excited slice satisfies
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This is not easily solvable for general positions, but the condition was incorporated into the
simulation program, thereby allowing it to output both the shape of the three-dimensional slice
and to simulate a spin-echo image with slice-selection effects.

Figure 11 shows the shape of the slice as its central x coordinate is varied.
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Figure 11: Left-hand column: 3D plots showing the distortion of the middle of the selected slice in
the presence of a spherical bubble (shown in blue). Right-hand column: a cross section in the
plane y=0 of the same slice, showing variation in thickness. Note that the x-axis is shown vertical
in this figure. The nominal centre of the slices ( x0

) are 0 (top pane), 14 (middle pane) and 23
(bottom pane) units relative to the centre of the sphere, which is of radius 16 units. The value of
∆χB0

/Gx
 is 20 units in each case.

Clearly the distortion of the slice being imaged will have a significant effect on the image,
particularly in regions were the slice is distorted to intersect the bubble in places where an
unperturbed slice would not. In the middle example, the unperturbed slice would just intersect
with the top of the sphere (producing a small circle on the image) whereas the perturbed slice
does not intersect the top of the sphere but instead is attracted into the bubble in two regions on
either side of the bubble. Additionally, the thickness of the perturbed slice is not constant, as
can be seen in the profiles in Figure 11, with a resulting change in the intensity of the image. It
is worth noting that even in the relatively undistorted slice in the lower example in the figure, a
few voxels significantly below the main slice have been excited, as can be seen in the slice
cross-section, demonstrating the subtlety of slice-selection effects.
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The results of generating images with slice selection and in-plane distortion enabled are shown
in Figure 12.

Figure 12: The effect of slice distortion on 2D spin-echo imaging. The three rows of frames
correspond to the three slices in Figure 11, in the same order. Within each row, the left-hand frame
shows the simulated image using an infinitely thin, undistorted (flat) slice. The middle column
uses a slice with finite thickness but undistorted, and the right-hand image shows the image with a
finite, distorted slice. In the latter two cases, the slice thickness is 4 units. Each frame is 128 units
across. The value of C is 20 units; other parameters are as in Figure 11. As in previous simulated
images, frequency encoding is along the z axis, which is plotted horizontally on the page.

For the first slice, which would, if unperturbed, pass through the centre of the bubble, the effect
of slice distortion is a subtle change to the shape of the black region, and reduced intensity at
the tip of the ‘arrowhead’, because the slice being imaged is deflected away from the high-field
region close to the surface of the bubble at z ≈ -R. The slice at x0=14 has a more dramatic effect,
completely altering the image obtained. It is interesting to note that one of the two ‘holes’
expected where the slice disappears into the bubble has been disguised by in-plane distortion
mapping other pixels onto it. The effect of slice-selection distortion on the third slice, which
does not intersect the bubble, is dominated by the thinning of the slice as it is attracted towards
the surface of the sphere, with consequent reduction in the signal centre of the image.
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4.3 Discussion of experimental results and comparison with simulated
images

Gradient-echo images
The gradient-echo experimental images (Figure 5(a) and Figure 6) cannot be directly compared
to the simulated images because the simulation does not take into account the de-phasing effect
which is present in gradient-echo imaging. However, for the 2D image (Figure 5(a)), and
consulting Figure 11(middle pane) as a typical slice, it can be seen that the distinctive dark
lobes in the image could be caused by regions where the selected slice disappears inside the
bubble. Additionally, we expect strong de-phasing in regions high field inhomogeneity close to
the poles of the bubble.

The 3D gradient-echo images (Figure 6) can also be qualitatively justified. Owing to the nature
of the induced dipole field, regions with a significantly disturbed magnetic field, which are
generally speaking the origin of the ‘highlights’ in spin-echo images, are also regions of high
field inhomogeneity, and hence do not produce a signal in gradient-echo imaging, which
explains the absence of bright regions. The fact that the gradient-echo images are more
symmetrical about the horizontal axis on the page than the spin-echo images indicates that de-
phasing effects, which follow the symmetry of the dipole field, dominate the image. Further
work including the simulation of de-phasing effects would aid further study of these gradient-
echo images.

The third 2D experimental image, Figure 5(c), cannot be compared with the simulated images
because no image simulations were done in the transverse plane. Additionally, this is also a
gradient-echo image, so would not be accurately simulated by the current program.

Spin-echo images
Qualitative comparison of the experimental and simulated spin-echo images obtained reveals a
good degree of similarity. The 2D image in Figure 5(b), although too noisy and low resolution
to allow detailed comparison, clearly shows the ‘arrowhead’ shape seen in the simulated
images. The precise nature of the slice-selection artefacts exhibited in this image cannot easily
be analysed because, owing to limitations of the scanner, the slice thickness was comparable to
the diameter of the bubble, and the precise position of the slice centre with respect to the bubble
was not known.

Owing to the better image quality, direct comparison of the 3D spin-echo images with
simulation results is possible. In order to perform quantitative comparison, frame 7 from Figure
7 was isolated and a 32x32 pixel close-up was extracted. This frame was assumed to represent
the slice through the centre of the bubble. Simulated 32x32 pixel images were then generated
for various values of C and R. When an approximate match to the experimental image had been
found, the positioning of the centre of the experimental image was adjusted to coincide with the
simulated image. The intensity of the experimental image was normalised by comparing the
mean intensity of the pixels around its border with the ‘unperturbed’ background intensity of
pixels in the simulation. Border pixels were used so as to obtain the ‘background’ intensity
from the gel, well away from the image of the bubble. The use of border pixels does not suffer
from edge effects because the 32x32 image is a close-up from a larger image.

The simulation program was then modified to infer the posterior joint probability distribution of
the bubble radius and value of C, assuming a uniform prior distribution over a wide range of
values (see section 2.3). Stepping through each combination of values of C and R, the program
simulated the image with those parameters, then calculated the likelihood of the experimental
image given the hypothetical simulated image.
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Initially, the residual for each pixel (i.e. the difference between the intensity of the experimental
and simulated pixels) was assumed to be Gaussian distributed about a mean of zero. Under this
scheme, the likelihood was found to be maximised at R=7.9 pixels, C=5.6 pixels. Using the
image generated with these values of C and R, the empirical distribution of residuals was
determined, and found to have wider tails than a Gaussian, as can be seen in Figure 13.  A
‘mixture of two Gaussians’ distribution was fitted to this empirical distribution, and is shown in
red in the figure. A more accurate inference was then performed using this optimised
probability distribution for the residuals.
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Figure 13: Histogram showing distribution of the residuals between pixel intensities of the
experimental and simulated images for C=5.6, R=7.9. Superimposed in red is the scaled probability
distribution function, formed from a sum of two Gaussians, used to model the distribution for the
second inference.

The logarithm (base ten) of the likelihood for each combination of C and R is shown in the
following plots. It should be noted that owing to correlation between the residuals for nearby
pixels (a result of the Fourier Transformation process used to obtain the image), the scaling for
the log likelihood is artificially high, however the location of the peak can still to be trusted.
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Figure 14: Graphs of the log likelihood as a function of C and R. The units for both parameters are
pixels. Both plots show the same data, and the colouring scheme is the same, i.e. red indicates a
higher likelihood.

This likelihood surface shows a peak at C=5.5 pixels and R=8.0 pixels. The experimental image
and the simulated images with these parameters are shown in Figure 15. It is clear from the
similarity of these images that the model captures all the important aspects of the image
artefacts.
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Figure 15: Simulated image (left) with the parameters C=5.5 pixels and R=8.0 pixels,
and the normalised experimental image (right).

Converting the radius from pixels to physical units (using the known field of view of the
original experimental image) gives a radius of 0.94mm. Although no quantitative direct
measurements of the bubble’s size were made, this is a plausible value given a visual estimate
that the bubble was 1-3mm in diameter.

Converting the value C=5.5 pixels into physical units, for B0=2 Tesla and using
∆χ = (χgel - χair)  = 0.84x10-5 ±10%,7  gives a gradient strength Gz ≈ 26±3 mT m-1. The actual
frequency encoding gradient strength used, according to the scanner’s operating equations, was
21.0 mT m-1. This indicates that, without any knowledge of the actual bubble radius or the
parameter C (i.e. gradient strength and susceptibility difference), the simple model described is
sufficiently good to be able to infer plausible values of both the bubble radius and C.

Clearly, any degree of prior knowledge regarding one of these parameters could be used to
improve the inference of the other simply by altering the prior distributions of the two
parameters: for example, given precise knowledge of the parameter C, the precise posterior
probability distribution of R can be inferred.

It should be noted that the inference method described here could easily be extended to utilise
the entire 3D image instead of a single frame. It could also additionally infer the position of the
centre of the bubble, rather than rely on manual alignment of the images. Ideally the inference
should be performed on the original NMR data, before Fourier Transformation, in order to
correctly model the experimental errors.

                                                     

7 According to Wiedemann’s law (page 168 in [8]), the magnetic susceptibility per unit mass of
a solution containing mass m1 of a solute with mass susceptibility χm,1 and mass m2 of a solvent

with mass susceptibility χm,2 can be approximated by 
21

2,21,1
solution, mm

mm mm
m +

+
≈

χχ
χ . The mass

magnetic susceptibilities of water and CuSO4·5H2O are -0.9x10-8 kg-1 and +7.7 x10-8 kg-1

respectively. The susceptibility of solid gelatin (which has a density close to that of water) is
expected to be similar to other organic molecules, which have volume magnetic susceptibilities
of around 0.9x10-5.[16]  Treating the gel as a solution of copper sulphate (at a concentration of
10mM) and gelatin (2.5% by mass) in water, and applying Wiedemann’s law, gives a resulting
overall volume magnetic susceptibility of 8.4x10-5. The uncertainty in this figure is estimated at
±10% owing to the approximate nature of the estimate of the susceptibility of gelatin, and
possible effects due to the gel structure. The magnetic susceptibility of air is very close to
zero.[16]
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5. Conclusion
The presence of significant magnetic susceptibility artefacts in 2D & 3D Fourier Transform
gradient- and spin-echo MRI images of air bubbles in water-based gel have been experimentally
demonstrated using a single air bubble of approximate radius 1mm surrounded by water-based
gel. 2D and 3D spin-echo images in a plane parallel to the applied static magnetic field resulted
in an ‘arrowhead’ artefact. Gradient-echo images showed signal losses due to additional de-
phasing effects.

Analysis of a theoretical spherical air bubble was carried out and a simple model developed
which predicts mis-registration of the position of spins along the frequency-encode direction
due to the magnetic dipole field induced in the medium surrounding the bubble. The model
predicts the degree of distortion in the image plane, relative to the size of the bubble, to be
determined by a parameter C/R = ∆χB0/RGz, where ∆χ is the difference in magnetic
susceptibilities of the material inside and outside the bubble, B0 is the strength of the external
magnetic field, R is the radius of the bubble, and Gz is the strength of the frequency-encode
imaging gradient. For 2D images, the model also predicts deviation of the slice of material
being actually imaged from the intended slice.

Simulations using this model were conducted and found to produce images with extremely good
qualitative similarity to the experimental spin-echo images.

Bayesian inference was applied to an experimental spin-echo image, using the simulated model
to generate hypothetical images over a range of values of the parameters R and C. The
likelihood surface for the experimental image over these parameters was generated. The
maximum likelihood was found to correspond to plausible values of C and R. Further
experiments are needed to validate the accuracy of inference using the model described,
however it is clear that Bayesian inference can usefully be applied to magnetic susceptibility
image artefacts.

Actual gradient-echo images could not be directly compared to simulated images because the
additional de-phasing effects present in gradient-echo images were not included in the
simulation. However, the model used in the simulation was used to explain aspects of the
gradient-echo images.

The results obtained in this report build on and supplement previous literature on susceptibility
artefacts in Magnetic Resonance Imaging. Considerable experimental and simulation work has
been carried out using cylindrical objects [17,18,19]; experimental work involving spheres is
less common [20], and no previous experiments were found involving work on macroscopic air
bubbles or using inference on simulated images.

The work in this project could be extended in several ways. The most important experimental
work to perform would be to use air-filled cavities of known dimensions, as had been intended
for the second phase of experiments, so as to allow direct comparison with the radius inferred
from the experimental images. The simulation could be expanded to include de-phasing effects,
i.e. to generate gradient-echo images, and could also be extended to simulate non-spherical
regions of different magnetic susceptibility. Another area of relevance is the application of
inference to experimental data in the domain of unprocessed NMR signals, i.e. before Fourier
Transformation into the form of images. This would allow better modelling of the experimental
errors in the data.
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7. Appendix: Program listing

This section shows the help text printed out by the program when run with the ‘-help’ option,
followed by the program source code.

ws2%sim -help
Simulates a Spin-Echo image of a spherical bubble.
 Writes an ascii format image matrix to stdout.
 Options:
NB: use "-help" option on its own to ensure you are viewing the correct default values.
  -image_size n : set image matrix to n x n (default: 128)
  -res_factor n : set simulation resolution to n times the final image resolution (def: 4)
  -radius f : set radius of sphere in image pixels
  -alpha f : set the factor alpha ( = deltaChi * B0 / 3 )
  -slice_mode  : enable finite slice thickness and slice selection distortion
  -write_slice : write 3D binary image indicating the selected slice
  -write_slice_height : write 2D matrix of x coord. of 'bottom' of slice
                 (the above 2 options automatically enable slice_mode)
  -slice_centre n : set x coordinate of ideal slice centre (def: 0)
  -slice_thickness n : set ideal slice thickness in image pixels (def: 2)
  -slice_gradient f : set slice-select gradient strength (def: 1.000000)
  -read_gradient f : set read gradient strength (def: 1.000000)
  -infer_radius filename f1,f2,f3 : output Prob(data in filename|radius) with radius
                                    from f1 to f2 in steps of f3
  -infer_alpha f1,f2,f3 : step alpha as well as radius in the above option
  -ticks : print y coords as the image is calculated to show progress
In the above, n denotes a positive integer and f a floating point value.

/* Program to simulate a spin-echo MRI image of a spherical bubble at the origin.
 * Run using '-help' option to view parameters.
 * S.Wills, 2000.
 */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>

/* global variables (see later for explanation of variables) */
int Simsize_x, Slice_thickness, Slice_centre, Res_factor, Imagesize_y, Imagesize_z;
double Radius, Alpha, DeltaBz_factor, Slice_gradient, Read_gradient;
char Writeslice, Slice_mode, Write_slice_height, Infer_radius, Ticks, Infer_alpha;
char *Infdata_filename;
double Inf_rad_min, Inf_rad_max, Inf_rad_step, Inf_alpha_min, Inf_alpha_max, Inf_alpha_step;
int *Image;
double *Infdata;

int protons(int x, int y, int z);
int newz(int x, int y, int z);
inline double deltaBz(int x, int y, int z);
void compute_image(void);
void output_image(void);
void write_3d_slice(void);
void write_slice_height(void);
char read_arguments(int, char *argv[]);
int signal_slicesel(int x, int y, int z);
int read_inf_data(void);
void infer();

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {

   /* set-up default values */
   Alpha = 10.0; /* Alpha = main field strength * deltaChi / 3 , in units of pixels */
   Radius = 16.0; /* radius of bubble in pixels */
   Slice_gradient = 1.0; /* slice-select gradient, in Tesla per pixel (although only the ratio
                            Alpha/gradient matters */
   Slice_centre = 0; /* slice centre along x axis, in pixels */
   Slice_thickness = 2; /* measured in pixel widths */
   Read_gradient = 1.0; /* per image pixel */
   Imagesize_y=128; /* dimensions of output image */
   Imagesize_z=128;
   Res_factor=4; /* simulation matrix = this factor times image size */

   /* default value of flags indicating which mode to run in (see read_arguments() for meanings */
   Writeslice=0;
   Slice_mode=0;
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   Infer_radius=0;
   Infer_alpha=0;
   Write_slice_height=0;
   Ticks=0;

   /* read command-line parameters */
   if (read_arguments(argc, argv)) {
       return (1);
   }

   /* allocate memory for image */
   if ((Image= (int *) calloc(Imagesize_y*Imagesize_z,sizeof(int))) == NULL) {
      fprintf(stderr,"Error allocating memory for image.\n");
      return(1);
   }

   /* set size of simulation matrix in third dimension */
   Simsize_x = Imagesize_y * Res_factor; /* keep symmetrical */

   /* scale some parameters into simulation coordinates from image pixel coordinates */
   Radius *= (double) Res_factor;
   Slice_gradient /= (double) Res_factor;
   Read_gradient /= (double) Res_factor;
   Slice_centre *= Res_factor;
   Slice_thickness *= Res_factor;

   DeltaBz_factor = Alpha * pow(Radius,3.0);

   if (Writeslice && Write_slice_height) {
      fprintf(stderr,"Error: cannot use both -write_slice and -write_slice_height
simultaneously.\n");
      return(1);
   }

   if (Writeslice)
      write_3d_slice();
   else if (Write_slice_height)
      write_slice_height();
   else if (Infer_radius) {
      if ((Infdata= (double *) calloc(Imagesize_z*Imagesize_y,sizeof(double))) == NULL) {

 fprintf(stderr,"Unable to allocated memory for inf data.\n");
 return(1);

      }
      if(read_inf_data() != 0) {

 fprintf(stderr, "Error in read_inf_data - quitting.\n");
 return(1);

      }
      infer();
   } else {

     compute_image();

     fprintf(stderr, "\nWriting image out...\n");
     output_image();

   }
   fprintf(stderr, "done\n");

   return 0;
}

inline int protons(int x, int y, int z) {
   /* returns 1 if there is a signal at physical location x,y,z, else zero */

   return ( (double) (x*x + y*y + z*z) > (Radius*Radius));

}

inline int signal_slicesel(int x, int y, int z) {
   /* returns 1 if the voxel at x,y,z is within the excited slice and emits an NMR signal */
   if(Slice_gradient==0.0) /* special meaning: finite slice but no slice selection effects */ {
      return (
        x >= Slice_centre - Slice_thickness/2

&& x <  Slice_centre + Slice_thickness/2
&& protons(x,y,z));

   } else {
      return(
       protons(x,y,z) &&
       /* is this location within the excited slice? */
       ( (x >= Slice_centre - Slice_thickness/2 - (int) (deltaBz(x,y,z)/Slice_gradient)) &&
         (x <  Slice_centre + Slice_thickness/2 - (int) (deltaBz(x,y,z)/Slice_gradient)) )
     );
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   }
}

inline double deltaBz(int x, int y, int z) {
   /* returns the change in magnetic field at x,y,z due to presence of bubble */
   return ( DeltaBz_factor * ((double) (2*z*z - x*x -y*y)) / pow((double) (x*x+y*y+z*z),2.5));
}

int newz(int x, int y, int z) {
   /* returns the z coordinate onto which a signal at x,y,z will be mapped in the image */
   return ( z - (int) (deltaBz(x,y,z) / Read_gradient ));
}

void compute_image() {
   int x,y,z,zprime,signal,i,j, ymax, zmax, xmax, z_spillover;

   /* initialise image */
   for (i=0; i<Imagesize_y*Imagesize_z; i++) {
     *(Image+i)=0;
   }

   ymax=Imagesize_y*Res_factor/2;
   zmax=Imagesize_z*Res_factor/2;
   xmax=Simsize_x/2;

   if (Alpha>0.0)
     /* set the distance beyond the edge of the image to simulate, to compensate for mapping of
those regions into the image */
     z_spillover = zmax - newz(0,0,zmax); /* i.e. the amount a pixel on the edge of the image is
displaced */
   else
     z_spillover = 0; /* edge effects currently not compensated for if alpha < 0 */
   fprintf(stderr,"z_spillover = %u\n",z_spillover);

   /* loop through all voxels in the simulation matrix, and map the signal into the correct pixel
in the image */
   for (y=-ymax ; y<ymax ; y++) {
      if (Ticks) fprintf(stderr,"%d,",y);
      for (z=-zmax ; z<zmax + z_spillover ; z++) {

 if (Slice_mode) {
           for (x=-xmax; x<xmax; x++) {
             if ( (signal=signal_slicesel(x,y,z)) != 0 ) {
               zprime=newz(x,y,z);

       if (zprime >= -zmax && zprime < zmax) {
  /* add the signal from this voxel into the image pixel to which it maps */

          *(Image + ((y+ymax) / Res_factor)*Imagesize_z + ((zprime+zmax) / Res_factor)) +=
signal;
               }

     }
   }
 } else { /* not slice mode - don't use slice selection & use infinitely thin slice*/
          /* i.e. don't need to explore third dimension at all */
   if ( (signal=protons(Slice_centre,y,z)) != 0 ) {
      zprime=newz(Slice_centre,y,z);
      if (zprime >= -zmax && zprime < zmax) {

         *(Image + ((y+ymax) / Res_factor)*Imagesize_z + ((zprime+zmax) / Res_factor)) +=
signal;

      }
   }
 }

      }
   }
}

void output_image(void) {
  /* print the intensity at each pixel in ASCII format to standard output */
  /* this output can be processed using asc2cmr */
  int i,j;

   for(i=0;i<Imagesize_y;i++) {
      for (j=0; j<Imagesize_z;j++) {

 printf("%d\n",*(Image + i*Imagesize_z + j));
      }
      printf("\n");
   }
}

void write_3d_slice(void) {
   /* write out a 3D dataset with a 1 in each pixel within the excited slice and a zero in every
other */
   int x,y,z,ymax,zmax,xmax;
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   ymax=Imagesize_y*Res_factor/2;
   zmax=Imagesize_z*Res_factor/2;
   xmax=Simsize_x/2;

   fprintf(stderr, "Writing out 3D slice data
(%d,%d,%d)\n",2*xmax/Res_factor,2*ymax/Res_factor,2*zmax/Res_factor);

   for (x=-xmax+Res_factor/2 ; x<xmax ; x+=Res_factor) {
      fprintf(stderr,"%d,",x);
     for (y=-ymax+Res_factor/2 ; y<ymax ; y+=Res_factor) {
       for (z=-zmax+Res_factor/2; z<zmax; z+=Res_factor) {
         printf("%d ", signal_slicesel(x,y,z));
       }
       printf("\n");
     }
     printf("\n");
   }
}

void write_slice_height(void) {
   /* write out a 2D dataset in which each pixel's value is the x coordinate of the approximate
centre of the excited slice */
   int x,y,z,ymax,zmax,xmax,x_bottom;

   ymax=Imagesize_y*Res_factor/2;
   zmax=Imagesize_z*Res_factor/2;
   xmax=Simsize_x/2;

   fprintf(stderr, "Writing out slice height data (%d,%d)\n",2*ymax/Res_factor,2*zmax/Res_factor);

     for (y=-ymax+Res_factor/2 ; y<ymax ; y+=Res_factor) {
        for(z=-zmax+Res_factor/2; z<zmax; z+=Res_factor) {
           for (x_bottom=-xmax; x_bottom<xmax && signal_slicesel(x_bottom,y,z)==0; x_bottom++)

     { /* this empty loop locates the bottom of the slice */ }
   if (x_bottom==xmax) /* no points with these y,z coordinates excited */
      printf("%lf ", 0.0); /* special null value which is masked when dataset is plotted */
   else {
     x_bottom--; /* this is the lower edge of the slice */
     for (x=x_bottom; x<xmax && signal_slicesel(x,y,z)!=0; x++) /* find top of slice */
       {}
     printf("%lf\n",((double)(x+x_bottom))/(2.0 * ((double) Res_factor))); /* print x coord

of mid-point of slice */
           }

}
printf("\n");

     }
}

char read_arguments(int argc, char *argv[]) {
   /* parse the arguments presented to the program and set into the global variables */
   /* print the help text if necessary */
   char failure=0;

   while (--argc > 0  && failure == 0) {
      argv++;
      if (strcmp(*argv,"-alpha")==0) {

 argc--;
 if (argc == 0 || sscanf(*++argv,"%lf",&Alpha) != 1)
   failure = 1;

      }
      else if (strcmp(*argv,"-radius")==0) {

 argc--;
 if (argc == 0 || sscanf(*++argv,"%lf",&Radius) != 1)
   failure = 1;

      }
      else if (strcmp(*argv,"-res_factor")==0) {

 argc--;
 if (argc == 0 || sscanf(*++argv,"%u",&Res_factor) != 1)
   failure = 1;

      }
      else if (strcmp(*argv,"-slice_centre")==0) {

 argc--;
 if (argc == 0 || sscanf(*++argv,"%u",&Slice_centre) != 1)
   failure = 1;

      }
      else if (strcmp(*argv,"-slice_thickness")==0) {

 argc--;
 if (argc == 0 || sscanf(*++argv,"%u",&Slice_thickness) != 1)
   failure = 1;

      }
      else if (strcmp(*argv,"-slice_gradient")==0) {
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 argc--;
 if (argc == 0 || sscanf(*++argv,"%lf",&Slice_gradient) != 1)
   failure = 1;

      }
      else if (strcmp(*argv,"-read_gradient")==0) {

 argc--;
 if (argc == 0 || sscanf(*++argv,"%lf",&Read_gradient) != 1)
   failure = 1;

      }
      else if (strcmp(*argv,"-image_size")==0) {

 argc--;
 if (argc == 0 || sscanf(*++argv,"%u",&Imagesize_z) != 1)
   failure = 1;
 Imagesize_y=Imagesize_z;

      }
      else if (strcmp(*argv,"-infer_radius")==0) {

 argc-=2;
 Infer_radius=1;
 if (argc <= 0) {
   fprintf(stderr,"Not enough parameters supplied to -infer_radius\n");

      failure = 1;
 } else {
    Infdata_filename = *++argv;
    if (sscanf(*++argv,"%lf,%lf,%lf",&Inf_rad_min, &Inf_rad_max, &Inf_rad_step) != 3) {
      fprintf(stderr,"Failed trying to understand '%s'.\n",*argv);
      failure = 1;
    }
 }

      }
      else if (strcmp(*argv,"-infer_alpha")==0) {

 argc--;
 Infer_alpha=1;
 if (argc <= 0 || (sscanf(*++argv,"%lf,%lf,%lf",&Inf_alpha_min, &Inf_alpha_max,

&Inf_alpha_step) != 3)) {
      fprintf(stderr,"Failed trying to understand '%s'.\n",*argv);
      failure = 1;
 }

      }
      else if (strcmp(*argv,"-write_slice")==0) {
          Writeslice = 1;
      }
      else if (strcmp(*argv,"-write_slice_height")==0) {
          Write_slice_height = 1;
      }
      else if (strcmp(*argv,"-slice_mode")==0) {
          Slice_mode = 1;
      }
      else if (strcmp(*argv,"-ticks")==0) {
          Ticks = 1;
      }
      else if (strcmp(*argv,"-help")==0) {

 failure = 2; /* not really a failure, but this will cause the display of the help text */
      }
      else {
  fprintf(stderr,"Unrecognised command line parameter \"%s\"\n",*argv);

 failure = 1;
      }
   }
   if(Infer_alpha && !Infer_radius) {
      fprintf(stderr, "Cannot infer alpha without inferring radius (try setting -infer_radius
values trivially to do this)\n");
      failure=1;
   }
   if (failure !=0) {
      if (failure==1)
        fprintf(stderr,"Error in command line arguments.\n");
      fprintf(stderr,"Simulates a Spin-Echo image of a spherical bubble.\n Writes an ascii format
image matrix to stdout.\n Options:\n");
      fprintf(stderr,"NB: use \"-help\" option on its own to ensure you are viewing the correct
default values.\n");
      fprintf(stderr,"  -image_size n : set image matrix to n x n (default: %d)\n",Imagesize_z);
      fprintf(stderr,"  -res_factor n : set simulation resolution to n times the final image
resolution (def: %d)\n",Res_factor);
      fprintf(stderr,"  -radius f : set radius of sphere in image pixels\n");
      fprintf(stderr,"  -alpha f : set the factor alpha ( = deltaChi * B0 / 3 )\n");
      fprintf(stderr,"  -slice_mode  : enable finite slice thickness and slice selection
distortion\n");
      fprintf(stderr,"  -write_slice : write 3D binary image indicating the selected slice\n");
      fprintf(stderr,"  -write_slice_height : write 2D matrix of x coord. of 'bottom' of
slice\n");
      fprintf(stderr,"                 (the above 2 options automatically enable slice_mode)\n");
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      fprintf(stderr,"  -slice_centre n : set x coordinate of ideal slice centre (def:
%d)\n",Slice_centre);
      fprintf(stderr,"  -slice_thickness n : set ideal slice thickness in image pixels (def:
%d)\n",Slice_thickness);
      fprintf(stderr,"  -slice_gradient f : set slice-select gradient strength (def:
%lf)\n",Slice_gradient);
      fprintf(stderr,"  -read_gradient f : set read gradient strength (def:
%lf)\n",Read_gradient);
      fprintf(stderr,"  -infer_radius filename f1,f2,f3 : output Prob(data in filename|radius)
with radius from f1 to f2 in steps of f3\n");
      fprintf(stderr,"  -infer_alpha f1,f2,f3 : step alpha as well as radius in the above
option\n");
      fprintf(stderr,"  -ticks : print y coords as the image is calculated to show progress\n");
fprintf(stderr,"In the above, n denotes a positive integer and f a floating point value.\n");
   }
   return(failure);
}

int read_inf_data() {
   /* read from the file specified on the command line the experimental image to be used to infer
    * alpha and/or the radius from */
   FILE *file;
   int i,j;

   if((file=fopen(Infdata_filename,"r")) == NULL) {
      fprintf(stderr,"Error opening '%s'.\n",Infdata_filename);
      return(1);
   }

   for(i=0;i<Imagesize_y;i++) {
      for(j=0;j<Imagesize_z;j++) {

 if(fscanf(file,"%lf", Infdata + i*Imagesize_z + j) != 1) {
    fprintf(stderr,"Unexpected end of data while reading '%s'.\n",Infdata_filename);
    return(1);
 }

      }
   }

   return 0;
}

void infer(void) {
   /* infer values of alpha and/or radius from the experimental image */
   int i,j;
   double Sim_background, Infdata_background=0.0, Z, chi_squared, sim_value, data_value,
probability, sigma_squared,delta,totaldiff, rad;

   /* normalise experimental image: */
   /* find the average of the pixels around the border of the image */
   for(i=0;i<Imagesize_z;i++)  /* top and bottom rows */
      Infdata_background += *(Infdata+i) + *(Infdata + (Imagesize_y-1)*Imagesize_z + i );
   for(i=1;i<Imagesize_y-1;i++) /* skip top and bottom pixels to avoid double counting */
     Infdata_background += *(Infdata+ i*Imagesize_z) + *(Infdata + i*Imagesize_z + Imagesize_y -
1);
   Infdata_background /= (2*(Imagesize_y+Imagesize_z) - 4); /* divide by number of pixels summed
*/

   /* calculate the 'unpeturbed' intensity of pixels in the simulated image */
   /* (i.e. the number of simulation voxels mapping into each image pixel) */
   Sim_background = (double) ((Slice_mode ? Slice_thickness * Res_factor : 1) * Res_factor *
Res_factor);
   fprintf(stderr,"Sim_background=%lf, Infdata_background=%lf\n",Sim_background,
Infdata_background);

   /* rescale experimental image*/
   for(i=0;i<Imagesize_y;i++)
     for(j=0;j<Imagesize_z;j++)
        *(Infdata+ i*Imagesize_z + j) *= (Sim_background / Infdata_background);

   if(!Infer_alpha) {
      /* set up conditions which will cause outer loop to execute precisely once, with the correct
value of Alpha */
      Inf_alpha_min = Alpha;
      Inf_alpha_max = Alpha+1;
      Inf_alpha_step = 2;
   }
   for(Alpha=Inf_alpha_min; Alpha <= Inf_alpha_max; Alpha+= Inf_alpha_step) {
     for(rad=Inf_rad_min; rad <= Inf_rad_max; rad += Inf_rad_step) {
        fprintf(stderr,"Doing Radius=%lf, Alpha=%lf ...\n",rad,Alpha);
        Radius=rad;
        Radius *= (double) Res_factor;
        DeltaBz_factor = Alpha * pow(Radius,3.0);
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        compute_image();

        #ifdef USE_CHI_SQUARED /* set if we are to assume Gaussian errors */
    fprintf(stderr,"Using chi_squared.\n");
        #else

  fprintf(stderr,"Using 'mixture of two Gaussians'.\n");
        #endif
        /* parameters for the 'mixture of two Gaussians' model */
        /* these values from MatLab analysis of the residuals */
        #define P1 9.2623e-01
        #define P2 (1-P1)
        #define SIGMA1 1.2336e+02
        #define SIGMA2 4.0626e+02

        probability=1.0; /* used to store log likelihood of image */
        totaldiff=0.0;
        /* calculate product of probability of each experimental pixel given the simulation pixel
*/
        for(i=0;i<Imagesize_y;i++) {

   for(j=0;j<Imagesize_z;j++) {
      sim_value= ((double) (*(Image+ i*Imagesize_z + j)));
      data_value=*(Infdata+ i*Imagesize_z + j);

         delta = (data_value - sim_value);

      #ifdef USE_CHI_SQUARED
        totaldiff += (delta*delta);
      #else /* use 'mixture of two Gaussians' model for residuals */
        /* calculate log(P(delta)) (ignore sqrt(2*PI) factor which will be added later) */

                totaldiff += log10( (P1/SIGMA1) * exp ( -(delta*delta)/(2.0*SIGMA1*SIGMA1))
                             + (P2/SIGMA2) * exp ( -(delta*delta)/(2.0*SIGMA2*SIGMA2)));

      #endif
   }

        }
        #ifdef USE_CHI_SQUARED

  /* calculate log likelihood (to within a factor and an offset!) */
  probability = -0.5 * totaldiff;

        #else
  /* calculate log_10 likelihood */
  probability = totaldiff - Imagesize_y*Imagesize_z*0.5*log10(2*M_PI);

                     /* the second term puts the 1/sqrt(2PI) factor into the pdf */
        #endif

        if(Infer_alpha)
  printf("%lf %lf %lf\n", rad, Alpha, probability);

        else
          printf("%lf %lf\n", rad, probability);
     }
   }
}


